Use Cases for Semantic Requirements

- init1hm2.pm22.U0 - NCI level vocabulary services for Diseases and Interventions
- Init1bes1.pm9.U0 - Compare Semantic Metadata
- Init1bes4.pm10.U0 - SIW Enhancement
- Init1bes6.pm26.U0 - Metadata Browser Functionalities
- Init1bes8.pm30.U0 - CDE ObjectClass interdependency
- Init1bes9.pm11 - Common Harmonization and Forms Creation
- Init1bes10.pm17 - Ability to share a link to a CDE
- Init1dbw6.pm8.U0 - Support caB2B to integrate services on caGrid
- Init1dbw7.pm19 - Structured Eligibility Criteria
- Init1dbw10.u1 - Load Value Meaning
- Init1hm1.pm25 - ICR IRWG requirements
- Init1hm2.pm6 - Reuse or create new data elements at runtime
- Init1hm2.SD203 - Reuse or create new data elements at runtime
- Init1hm4.pm28 - Reuse of Metadata
- Init1hm6.pm18 - CDE service to return enumerations by reference
- Init1pm1.pm1 - ICR IRWG Requirements - Model Loading
- Init1pm2SD200-ContentDrivenBrowser (no information)
- Init1pm3.pm27 - Search for semantics from different View points
- Init1pm4.pm29 - Cross-cutting semantic searches
- Init1pm5.pm2 - Data rollback functionality
- Init1pm17.SD200-Automate caDSR model submission
- Init1pm8.SD202-Simplify and streamline recording data semantics (no information)
- Init1pm16.pm16 - Automate
- Init1pm10.pm20 - Expose underlying Tool functionality as Services
- Init1pm11.pm3 - LS DAM refinement and utilization
- Init1pm13.pm14 - Medidata
- Init1pm16.pm4 - 21090 Datatype Support
- Init1pm24.pm15 - ICR-caIntegrator2
- Init1SD50calIntegrator
- Init1SD60-Metadata for statistical practice
- Init1SDpm6.100-Automation of Model loading (no information)
- Init3dbw2.pm21 - Provenance metadata to support Semantic Workflows
- Init4hm1.SD210-Triple store backend for LexEVS
- Init6pm23.pm5 - Brain Tumor in silico study - Pathology and Radiology data models
- Init1SD12SD12-Pathology and Radiology data models
- Init8pm25.pm24 - Support for Reusable Modules of Forms
- INIT1SD13.pm23 - Ontology enabled indexing of literature
- Init6dbw8.U1 - Iterative registration of information model semantics
- InitotherSD75.SD1 Use Case TCGA Integration ImagingSD1
- Otherdbw3.pm23 - Programmatic Access to Materials and Methods
- Otherhm1.pm12 - Generation of Forms
- Otherhm2.pm13 - Forms Annotations